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The Utility of Synthetic Reflexes and Haptic
Feedback for Upper-Limb Prostheses

in a Dexterous Task Without Direct Vision
Neha Thomas1, Farimah Fazlollahi2, Katherine J. Kuchenbecker2, and Jeremy D. Brown3

Abstract—Individuals who use myoelectric upper-limb prosthe-
ses often rely heavily on vision to complete their daily activities.
They thus struggle in situations where vision is overloaded, such
as multitasking, or unavailable, such as poor lighting conditions.
Able-bodied individuals can easily accomplish such tasks due
to tactile reflexes and haptic sensation guiding their upper-limb
motor coordination. Based on these principles, we developed and
tested two novel prosthesis systems that incorporate autonomous
controllers and provide the user with touch-location feedback
through either vibration or distributed pressure. These capabil-
ities were made possible by installing a custom contact-location
sensor on the fingers of a commercial prosthetic hand, along
with a custom pressure sensor on the thumb. We compared the
performance of the two systems against a standard myoelectric
prosthesis and a myoelectric prosthesis with only autonomous
controllers in a difficult reach-to-pick-and-place task conducted
without direct vision. Results from 40 able-bodied participants
in this between-subjects study indicated that vibrotactile feed-
back combined with synthetic reflexes proved significantly more
advantageous than the standard prosthesis in several of the
task milestones. In addition, vibrotactile feedback and synthetic
reflexes improved grasp placement compared to only synthetic
reflexes or pressure feedback combined with synthetic reflexes.
These results indicate that autonomous controllers and haptic
feedback together facilitate success in dexterous tasks without
vision, and that the type of haptic display matters.

Index Terms—prosthetic hand, myoelectric control, tactile
sensing, sensory feedback, autonomous control, reflexes

I. INTRODUCTION

IN dexterous reach-to-lift-and-grasp tasks without vision,
able-bodied individuals use tactile sensations from their

hand and fingers to localize and form their hand to the contours
of the object upon contact in order to securely yet economi-
cally grasp it [1]–[3]. Haptic (tactile, kinesthetic, and propri-
oceptive) cues are then used to inform motor coordination to
successfully lift the object [4]. In addition, reflexive control
is induced in response to cutaneous signals indicating tactile
events such as slippage or unanticipated deformation of the
object. These reactive sensorimotor controllers compensate for
grip-force errors by facilitating rapid grip-force adjustments
[5], [6] and thus serve to complement volitional motor control.
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Fig. 1. Able-bodied participants wore a myoelectric prosthesis via a wrist-
brace adaptor to pick and place a cylindrical object without directly observing
the interaction. Custom tactile sensors fitted to the thumb and fingers were
used to implement reflexive controller strategies and provide haptic feedback.

Limb-different individuals using clinical myoelectric pros-
theses lack the haptic sensation that is essential for dexterous
sensorimotor control. Instead, they must rely heavily on vision
to complete activities of daily living [7], [8]. This visual
dependency is not only cognitively burdensome [9], but it also
significantly limits manipulation abilities in activities where
vision is constrained or unavailable (e.g., watching a screen,
searching for an object in the dark). Thus, in order for a
person with limb difference to dexterously accomplish a reach-
to-grasp-and-lift task with their prosthesis in the absence of
vision, the prosthesis must support volitional and reflexive
control in a manner consonant with the intact sensorimotor
system. In particular, it should include support for: (1) tactile
sensing capable of detecting contact location; (2) haptic feed-
back mechanisms for conveying contact information to the
prosthesis user; (3) an ability to reflexively react to adverse
events, like slip or excessive grasping force, which could
unintentionally deform or break objects.

Various approaches for sensing contact location for robotic
hands and fingers have been discussed in the literature. One
common approach is to create individual tactile sensing ele-
ments arranged in an array or matrix [10], [11]. While this
taxel-based approach is capable of measuring pressure and
contact location, it requires many sensing elements to cover
a large area, and the sensed location is discrete. Furthermore,
increasing the resolution of the system requires reducing the
size of the taxels as well as the distance between them, which
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can be difficult to construct. Electronic skins that do not
require as many sensing elements as a typical tactile array can
provide continuous, multi-site contact location but generally
require substantial computational power to compute accurate
measures [12]. Finally, there are some commercial sensors like
the BioTac [13] that have been used for sensing in prosthetics,
but they provide tactile data only for the fingertip, which may
be insufficient for ensuring a stable whole-hand grasp, and
they are typically expensive and delicate.

Considerable research has also focused on the challenge
of providing haptic feedback of contact location [14]–[16].
Often, these approaches have been limited to discrete location
feedback and involve the use of multiple mechanotactile
actuators. Researchers have, for example, used both servo
motors and vibrotactile actuators mounted on the forearm to
portray contact location from each of the five fingers of a
prosthesis [14], [17]. These methods, however, cannot provide
continuous feedback of contact location and also tend to be
bulky. Electrotactile stimulation has also been investigated
to feed back discretized contact location and force [15],
[18], [19]. While it may be more compact than mechanical
actuators, the stimulation from electrotactile feedback has been
shown to interfere with EMG signals and elicit sensations that
can be perceived as unpleasant [20].

Paralleling advancements in haptic sensing and haptic feed-
back technologies for upper-limb prostheses are investigations
into the efficacy and utility of autonomous control approaches
for prosthetic hands [21]–[23]. Researchers have shown that
slip prevention and compliant grasping controllers reduce
object slips and breaks [24], [25]. Similar controllers have
even been implemented in commercial hands such as the
Ottobock SensorHand Speed [26]. In addition to improving
functional performance, these controllers can alleviate some of
the user’s mental burden, as they operate without the human
in the control loop. However, these controllers can still fail
because of false negatives or false positives. In the former
scenario, the controller misses an adverse event, while in the
latter, an unwanted reaction is generated (e.g., increasing grip
force during a fragile object transfer). Both these failure modes
could cause the user to distrust the system because they are
unaware of the contexts or reasons for failure.

In an effort to overcome these limitations on contact-
location sensing, contact-location feedback, and autonomous
control, we previously developed a sensorimotor-inspired pros-
thesis system featuring a novel contact-location sensor and vi-
brotactile feedback with anti-slip and anti-overgrasping reflex
controllers [27]. Our contact-location sensor uses only three
electrical leads and provides continuous, single-site contact
location over the outer and inner surfaces of the fingers. Addi-
tionally, we provided continuously amplitude- and frequency-
modulated vibrotactile feedback to convey continuous contact
location and the presence of an object in the grasp, as sensed
by the thumb-mounted pressure sensor. We showed that the
combination of vibrotactile feedback and reflexive control in
a myoelectric prosthesis improved performance consistency of
a reach-to-pick-and-place task without direct vision [27] com-
pared to performance with a standard myoelectric prosthesis.

While our prior work demonstrated the potential utility

                       

           
          

        
      

               

                         
               

      

             

                      

                   

                

               

                                

            

          

           

Fig. 2. The experiment involves picking up and moving a cylindrical object
using a myoelectric prosthesis fitted with two custom sensors. Furthermore,
participants had to fixate on a visual target in front of them, rather than
on the interaction of the prosthetic hand and the object. Peripheral vision
was not occluded. In addition to receiving aid from reflex controllers in the
prosthesis, some participants also received haptic feedback in the form of
either vibrotactile feedback (C-2 tactor) or distributed pressure (Bellowband).

of a sensorimotor-inspired prosthesis control system, there
are still many knowledge gaps that need to be addressed
to advance such a system towards clinical viability. First,
the sensitivity and resolution of the contact-location sensor
need to be thoroughly characterized to inform future research.
Second, it should be determined whether the addition of haptic
feedback offers a significant improvement over pure reflexive
control. Third, a modality-matched haptic feedback approach
should be investigated to see whether it offers a significant
improvement over non-modality-matched vibrotactile display.
Indeed, modality-matched feedback is thought to be more
intuitive and feel more natural to the average user [28]. Thus,
we advance our prior work here with: (1) a characterization
of the contact-location sensor, (2) an additional experimental
condition consisting of the myoelectric prosthesis with only
tactile reflexes, and (3) an additional experimental condition of
the myoelectric prosthesis with tactile reflexes and modality-
matched distributed pressure feedback of contact location.
We hypothesize that the particular combination of reflex
controllers and distributed pressure feedback would result in
the largest improvement over the standard prosthesis, due
to the modality-matched contact-location feedback. With this
work, we aim to provide additional contexts for how a hybrid
approach may work to improve prosthesis performance.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

Under the MPI-IS Haptic Intelligence Department’s frame-
work agreement with the Max Planck Ethics Council (protocol
number F005D, approved in February 2021), we recruited
31 new participants to perform a reach-to-pick-and-place task
using a myoelectric prosthesis in a between-subjects study
with four experimental conditions. Data from 17 participants
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from our previous study [27] were re-used in the analysis for
the present study; 8 were in the Standard condition, and 9 were
in the condition with both vibrotactile feedback and tactile
reflexes. In total, there were 48 participants (13 female, 35
male, age 31.4 ± 6.68). Participants were randomly assigned
to one of four conditions that were balanced for gender and
handedness; the (self-reported) five left-handed participants
and one ambidextrous participant all did the study with the
right hand. The experiment lasted approximately one hour, and
participants not employed by the Max Planck Society received
8 euros per hour as compensation.

B. Experimental Task

Participants used the myoelectric prosthesis to grasp and
relocate a cylindrical aluminum object (12 cm long, 2 cm
diameter) from one fixed bin (3.8× 3.8× 7.6 cm) to another
stationary bin (3.8×3.8×5.1 cm) that was 17.5 cm away (see
Fig. 2). This object roughly resembles the size and shape of
a thick highlighter pen or an electric toothbrush. Additionally,
participants were required to complete said task without look-
ing directly at the prosthetic hand or object. Rather, they had
to fixate on a visual target 3 m away on the wall in front of
them (peripheral vision was not occluded). The eye-tracking
glasses provided a measure of the participants’ exact gaze
direction. This visual constraint mimics multitasking situations
where visual attention is diverted away from a dexterous
task, such as when grabbing a cup of tea while focusing on
a video presentation. The absence of direct vision rendered
this reach-to-pick-and-place task especially challenging in two
important ways. First, due to the slim profile of the cylindrical
object and the geometry of the hand, the object needed to
be grasped at a particular relative position and orientation.
Second, excessive grasping force caused the object to slide out
of hand’s grasp. Thus, it was hypothesized that haptic feedback
of contact location and the presence of the object in the grasp,
in combination with autonomous grasping controllers, would
assist in these two challenges.

C. Experimental Hardware and Software

The measurement devices in the system included a seven-
camera Vicon Vantage motion-capture system, a custom-built
three-axis force plate, and Tobii Pro 2 eye-tracking glasses
to identify the participant’s gaze direction. A Delsys Bag-
noli surface electromyography (sEMG) system was used for
proportional myoelectric control of the Ottobock SensorHand
Speed prosthesis using two sEMG electrodes on the wrist
flexor and extensor muscle groups. Two custom-built tactile
sensors were placed on the thumb and finger of the prosthesis
(see Fig. 1). Control was implemented through an NI myRIO
DAQ and Simulink with QUARC Real-Time software at a
1000 Hz sampling rate. Complete details of our measurement
hardware are presented in [27].

The two haptic feedback displays were a C-2 tactor to pro-
vide vibrotactile feedback (driven by NI myRIO and a linear
current amplifier) and an eight-tactor Bellowband pneumatic
display [29] to provide distributed pressure feedback. The
Bellowband was programmed in C and controlled with an NI

cDAQ-9174 housing an analog input module (NI-9205) and
an analog output module (NI-9264) at a 250 Hz sample rate.

The 1-DoF Ottobock SensorHand Speed myoelectric pros-
thesis was worn by able-bodied individuals using a 3D-printed
adaptor attached to a wrist brace. A counterweight pulley
system was implemented to offset 80% of the prosthesis’s
mass (500 g) to replicate the load typically experienced by
prosthesis users. The entire setup is shown in Fig. 2.

D. Tactile Sensors

Two custom-built fabric-based sensors were used to sep-
arately obtain pressure and contact-location information. The
piezoresistive pressure sensor was similar to the one developed
by Osborn et al. [24] and was placed on the prosthesis thumb.
It operates on the same principles as a force-sensitive resistor
sensor. Our novel contact-location sensor [27] was wrapped
around the fingers, covering both palmar and dorsal regions.
The contact-location sensor consists of two layers, both of
which are fixed separately within a silicone frame. The bottom
layer consists of a long piece of piezoresistive fabric, while the
top layer consists of a long piece of conductive fabric. When a
voltage is applied across the length of the piezoresistive fabric,
a voltage gradient is created; when the top conductive layer
contacts the bottom at a specific point, a distinct output voltage
is generated, similar to a potentiometer. For a depiction of the
sensor layers, refer to Fig. 3 in [27].

The relationship between contact location along the length
of the sensor and output voltage is shown in Fig. 3a: the
sensor’s response was characterized for both a 2.6 mm by
0.6 mm point probe and a cylindrical object whose dimensions
matched the test object in our experiments. The cylindrical
object was oriented perpendicular to the sensor, as though it
was being grasped. The mapping exhibits nonlinear behavior
due to the concavity in the inner region of the prosthesis
fingers. When the contact-location sensor was not pressed, the
baseline voltage reading was around 0.4 V. This is the lower
limit for contact with the point probe, which occurs around
105 mm. In contrast, the cylindrical probe is able to elicit lower
voltages because it makes contact with a larger area of the
sensor. To determine the minimum force required to activate
the sensor, we used an ATI Nano 17 force/torque sensor with
both the cylindrical probe and a 17 mm circular flat probe to
press at 29 evenly distributed locations. The average activation
force when using the cylindrical probe was 1.5 ± 0.55 N, and
it was 2.2 ± 0.56 N for the flat probe.

E. Haptic Feedback Systems

The haptic feedback is designed to provide two kinds of
information that are important for grasping accuracy: 1) where
contact occurs on the prosthesis fingers, and 2) whether an
object is in the grasp of the prosthesis.

1) Vibrotactile Feedback: The C-2 tactor was worn just
above the elbow on the biceps muscle. As in [27], it pro-
vided amplitude-modulated feedback of contact location and
frequency-modulated binary feedback of grasping pressure.

The contact-location sensor’s signals were first normalized
between 0 (proximal) and 1 (distal), regardless of whether
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Fig. 3. The voltage output of the contact-location sensor when pressed with
a point probe and a cylindrical probe the size of the test object. 0 mm is the
most proximal dorsal location, while 140 mm is the most proximal palmar
location.

contact was on the dorsal or palmar region. Contact on the
dorsal side was mapped to a constant vibration, while contact
on the palmar side was mapped to a pulsed vibration. The
mapping equation for current input to the C-2 tactor was

I =

{
A(x) · sin (W · 250Hz · t) , dorsal
Ev(t) · f(x) · sin (W · f · t) , palmar

(1)

where x is the normalized contact-location sensor signal,
A(x) is 0.5A ·

√
1− x, W is 2π rad

cycle , Ev(t) is an envelope
function denoted by | sin (W · 4.75Hz · t)|, f is the frequency
in Hz, and t is the time in seconds. Example signals are shown
in Fig. 4. When the pressure sensor on the prosthesis thumb
exceeds a heuristically determined threshold (pg > 0.2V
signifying object contact), the frequency of the vibration
stimulus decreases linearly from 250 Hz to 150 Hz over a 2 s
period, as shown in 4(e).

2) Pneumatic Pressure Feedback: Each bellow of the Bel-
lowband represented a different region of the contact-location
sensor. The Bellowband was worn on the upper arm, with the
bellow representing the fingertip located at the posterior part of
the arm, above the elbow. This orientation of the Bellowband
was chosen because the two-point discrimination threshold is
smaller on the posterior part of the upper arm compared to the
anterior part [30], [31], which we confirmed in pilot studies.
At most, two neighboring bellows were activated to indicate
transitions between regions.

To map the detected contact location to the bellows on the
Bellowband, B1, B2, · · · , B8, the sensor output voltage was
delineated into eight regions. Defining voltages ν1, ν2, · · · , ν9
were used to demarcate the boundaries between sensor regions,
such that any voltage Vx elicited by the sensor falls between
the two consecutive defining voltages νi and νi+1 (i ∈ 1...8),
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Fig. 4. Left: Example voltages measured at different points on the contact-
location sensor. (a) A proximal dorsal location. (b) A distal dorsal location.
(c) A distal palmar location. (d) A proximal palmar location. (e) An object
grasped by the prosthesis; it touches the same distal palmar point contacted
in (c). Right: Feedback signals for the vibrotactile and pneumatic pressure
actuators corresponding to the four example contact locations (a–d); the
depicted vibration signals are 1 s long, and (e) starts 1 s after object contact.
As shown in (e), the haptic feedback is altered distinctively when both
the pressure sensor and the contact-location sensor are activated, since this
condition indicates an object is most likely within the grasp of the prosthesis.

which corresponds to bellow Bi. We command the pressure
profile Pi(t) to this bellow as follows:

Pi(t) = Ep(t) · [(pmax − pmin) · γi + pmin] (2)

where Ep(t) = 0.25 · sin (2π rad
cycle · 3Hz · t) + 0.75 is an enve-

lope function that was used to prevent sensory adaptation to
the pressure stimuli, pmax is the maximum allowable pressure,
γi is a proportional gain (defined in Eqn. 3) that represents
where Vx falls between νi and νi+1, and pmin = 0.1V is
the minimum pressure (completely deflated bellow). We set
pmax = 0.8V (partially inflated) when providing only contact
location feedback from the contact location sensor. Alter-
natively, when the pressure sensor on the prosthesis thumb
exceeds a heuristically determined threshold (pg > 0.2V
signifying object grasp), we set pmax = 1.5V (completely
inflated). This larger maximum pressure value differentiates
the simultaneous activation of the pressure sensor and contact-
location sensor from just the contact-location sensor alone,
similar to the change of the vibration stimulus frequency.

Pilot testing showed that discrete jumps between neigh-
boring bellows were difficult to interpret, so we developed
a method for distributing actuation between two neighboring
bellows. For each sensor region, we defined a threshold voltage
τi, where νi < τi < νi+1. If νi < Vx < τi, neighboring bellow
Bi−1 was activated in addition to Bi. Otherwise, neighboring
bellow Bi+1 was activated. The proportion that each bellow
is actuated depends on the gain γi, which is calculated as

γi =


0.5 + 0.5 Vx−τi

νi+1−τi
,
{
i = 1, · · · , 7;Vx ≥ τi

0.5 + 0.5Vx−νi

τi−νi
,

{
i = 2, · · · , 8;Vx < τi

1,

{
i = 1;Vx < τi

or i = 8;Vx ≥ τi

(3)

The pressure Pi±1 of the closer neighboring bellow Bi±1 is
set to

Pi±1 = Ep(t) · [(pmax − pmin) · γi±1 + pmin] (4)
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Fig. 5. (a) Excerpt of time-series traces from a representative participant’s
trial in the Reflex-Vib condition as they found, grasped, picked up, moved,
and set down the object. The vertical dashed line indicates the time point
when the participant successfully placed the object into the end bin. The
traces shown are the closing command uc, the grip aperture a, the pressure
sensor signal p, the contact-location sensor signal Vx, the C-2 tactor signal
I , and the object’s displacement D from the end bin and height H above
the force plate as measured by the motion-capture system. The participant
first attempts to localize the prosthesis hand on the object, as shown by the
contact-location signal and C-2 current traces. Next, the participant activates
their EMG, which is modulated once the pressure sensor signal ramps up. One
fast slip event is also detected from the pressure sensor signal and compensated
for. (b) Activation signals for four of the bellows on the pneumatically actuated
pressure band as they would be driven by the pressure sensor and contact-
location sensor signals from (a). Bellows 5, 6, 7, and 8 (not shown) would
be completely deflated at a constant 0.1 V because all contacts occurred on
the interior surface of the fingers in this trial.

where γi+1 is equal to 1− γi for i = 1, ..., 7 & Vx ≥ τi, and
γi−1 is equal to 1−γi for i = 2, ..., 8 & Vx < τi. Fig. 4 shows
the location of each bellow relative to the upper arm, as well
as example actuation outputs.

F. Reflex System

The reflex system consisted of three autonomous controllers
to comprehensively prevent various grasp errors such as over-
grasping of the object, high-speed slips, and slow-speed slips.
These controllers build on work done by Osborn et al. [24]
and rely on the pressure signal from the piezoresistive pressure
sensor on the prosthetic thumb.

1) Over-grasp Controller: This controller uses the pressure
sensor signal to prevent excessive grasp force by modulating
the closing command uc to the motor according to the control
law

uc =

{
uc · e−K·p , p ≥ pg, palmar
uc , otherwise

(5)

where K is 3 V−1, p is the pressure sensor voltage, and pg =
0.2V is the pressure threshold for detecting object contact.

2) Anti-slip Controller: This controller uses the pressure
sensor signal to detect and respond to fast and slow slips.

Fast slips were detected by rapid decreases in pressure
according to the following equation:

Slipf =

{
1 , dp

dt ≤ qfs

0 , otherwise
(6)

where dp
dt is the time derivative of the pressure sensor signal

and qfs = −20 Vs−1 is a heuristically determined threshold.
When a fast slip occurs, a closing command is sent to the
motor at maximum voltage for 60 ms to prevent the object
from falling out of the hand.

Slow slips were detected by moderate decreases in pressure
according to the following equation:

Slips =

{
1 , p(t)− p(t− 0.5 s) < pss

0 , otherwise
(7)

where p(t) is the pressure sensor signal at the current time and
pss = −0.35V is a heuristically determined threshold. When
a slow slip occurs, a closing command is sent to the motor at
maximum voltage for 30 ms. See Fig. 5 for excerpts of relevant
signals including the haptic feedback and slip control.

G. Experimental Protocol

Participants were randomized into one of four conditions:
Standard (myoelectric prosthesis with no additional features),
Reflex (prosthesis featuring reflex controllers), Reflex-Vib
(prosthesis featuring reflex controllers and vibrotactile feed-
back), and Reflex-Pneu (prosthesis featuring reflex controllers
and pneumatic pressure feedback). Each participant com-
pleted the task in only one of the four conditions (between-
participants design).

Because the eye-tracking glasses are not compatible with
prescription glasses, all participants were required to success-
fully read the largest (topmost) line of an eye exam chart from
a distance of 3 m before proceeding with the experiment. Next,
participants completed a demographics survey with questions
regarding occupation, age, gender, handedness, and experience
with myoelectric and haptic devices.

The experimenter then helped the participant don the pros-
thesis via the wrist-brace attachment. The participant’s skin
was cleaned with an alcohol wipe in preparation for the sEMG
electrode placement. sEMG signals were calibrated using
maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) of the wrist flexor
and extensor. The speed of prosthesis movement was directly
proportional to the amount of sEMG activity greater than 5%
MVC, with 50% MVC corresponding to the maximum speed
of the prosthesis. For more details on calibration steps, refer
to [27].

Following calibration, the participant practiced controlling
the prosthetic hand using their muscle activity. To account for
typical EMG drift [32] that could occur during the experiment,
participants were instructed on how to re-zero their signals.
Participants re-zeroed their signals whenever they wished and
also when prompted by the experimenter.

If the participant was assigned to a condition receiving
haptic feedback (Reflex-Vib or Reflex-Pneu), the proper device
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(C-2 tactor or the Bellowband) was attached to their upper arm.
Finally, the experimenter helped the participant don the eye-
tracking glasses. Calibration of the glasses was done through
iMotions software.

The experimenter then trained the participant on the ideal
reach-to-pick-and-place strategy. After this coaching, partici-
pants were asked to complete the task successfully two times
while being able to observe the prosthetic hand and object.
They were then given 5 minutes to try to complete the task
while looking only at the visual target on the wall. This timed
practice session ended early if they successfully completed
the task twice. Participants then completed twenty trials of
the reach-to-pick-and-place task while keeping their gaze on
the visual target. A trial began when the cylindrical object was
placed inside the start bin, and it ended when the object was
placed into the end bin or when 60 seconds had passed. After
all twenty trials, participants completed a survey based on the
NASA-TLX. Survey questions are described in Section II-H4.

H. Metrics

1) Task Success: To evaluate success in the reach-to-pick-
and-place task, the following three milestones with binary
outcomes were extracted from each trial: (1) successfully
lifting the object from the start bin, (2) successfully reaching
the end bin with the object, and (3) successfully setting the
object inside the end bin. A lift is defined as holding the object
in the air for at least 1 second. Reaching the end bin is defined
as coming within an 8 cm radius of the end bin. Motion-
capture and early trial-completion data were used to track
milestone achievement. The time required to reach each of the
milestones was also measured. We also counted the number
of drops that occurred after the object was successfully lifted.
This number was determined by assessing sharp decreases in
the object’s height (relative to the prosthesis) using motion-
capture data.

2) Grasping Location: To obtain the most reliable ground-
truth measurements of grasping location, the angle of the
prosthesis fingertip relative to the object during attempted
grasping was calculated using motion-capture data. These
angles were measured for 1.75 s before the completion of
grasping.

3) Proportion of Time Spent Looking at the Task (Cheat-
ing): Gaze direction was analyzed using the eye-tracking data
recorded in iMotions software. A horizontal line below the
visual target was drawn for each frame of an individual’s
point-of-view recording. The gaze direction was automatically
computed by iMotions. The proportion of time spent looking
toward the task was calculated by dividing the time spent
fixating below the horizontal line by the trial time.

4) Survey: The post-experiment survey asked participants
to rate their perceived performance at: (1) finding the object,
(2) grasping the object, (3) lifting the object, (4) moving the
object to the end bin, and (5) setting the object inside the
end bin. It further asked them to rate their perceived mental
effort, physical effort, and level of physical comfort during
the experiment. Next it asked them to evaluate how much they
relied on auditory, visual, and somatosensory cues to complete

the task. Each of the rating questions was a sliding scale from
0 to 100. Finally, the survey prompted participants to provide
comments and suggestions about their experience.

I. Statistical Analysis

All statistical tests were performed in RStudio v1.2.1335.
For all mixed-model analysis, participant was treated as a
random effect. We use α = 0.05 to determine significance. We
report the estimates of the fixed effects β and their standard
error SE.

1) Time Spent Fixating on the Task (Cheating): A linear
mixed model was used to gauge differences in the proportion
of time spent visually cheating among the conditions. The
fixed effect was condition.

2) Task Milestones: Three separate logistic mixed-effects
models were used to analyze the binary outcomes of lifting the
object, reaching the end bin with the object, and setting down
the object into the end bin. The fixed effects for these models
were condition, the proportion of time spent looking toward
the task (cheating), and trial number. These models were run
on trials where participants looked away no more than 37%
of the time. This threshold was chosen as a compromise value
halfway between the 75th percentile (24%) and 50% to balance
removing too many and too few trials. This threshold penalized
only those trials for which participants looked away from the
visual target more than 37% of the time, and the resulting
dataset contained 701 out of 800 possible trials. 20 of the
removed trials were from a participant for whom the eye-
tracking system failed to record, while the remaining 79 trials
removed were those who cheated more than 37% of the time.

Three separate linear mixed models were run to assess the
time required to lift the object, move the object to the end
bin, and set the object into the end bin. The fixed and random
effects were the same as the previously mentioned logistic
mixed models.

3) Number of Drops: A linear mixed model was used to
assess the effect of condition and trial on the number of drops
that occurred per trial. This model was run only on the 647
trials in which the object was lifted, regardless of cheating.

4) Grasping Location: Finally, all successful grasps were
analyzed to determine what the successful range of grasping
locations was. A logistic mixed model was used on all grasps
to assess the fixed effect of condition on whether the grasp
location was within the successful range or not. In addition,
the earth mover’s distance metric was calculated to understand
how the histograms of successful grasping locations compared
to the histograms of all grasping locations for each condition.

5) Survey: Separate linear models were run for each of the
rating questions described in Section II-H4, where condition
was the fixed effect.

III. RESULTS

Eight participants were excluded from data analysis due to
feedback and control issues that affected task performance.
One participant mentioned that they could not feel the vibro-
tactile stimulus at all. The pressure sensor was not functioning
for another participant, while the contact-location sensor was
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Fig. 6. The probability of accomplishing the three task milestones versus
the proportion of time spent cheating, by condition. Solid lines indicate
the average predicted probabilities from the mixed models, while individual
markers show the average metric for each participant.

not functioning for a third participant. Finally, five participants
experienced unreliable EMG signal quality throughout the
experiment, as evidenced by their high average number of re-
zeroing actions (at least two per trial). The following results
represent the data from the remaining 40 participants; ten were
in each of the four conditions.

A. Task Milestones

Fig. 6 and Table I show complete task milestones results.
An increased amount of cheating significantly increased the
participant’s odds of lifting the object. The trial number,
however, had no effect on the odds of lifting the object.
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Fig. 7. Normalized polar histograms for the relative angle (degrees) between
the prosthesis fingertips and the object. The Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)
was computed between the successful grasp histogram and each grasp
histograms from all conditions. A smaller value indicates more similarity with
the successful grasp histogram.

When controlling for amount of cheating and number of
trials, both Reflex and Reflex-Vib significantly increased the
odds of being able to lift the object, in comparison with
the Standard condition. The same comparison is close to
significant (p = 0.06) for Reflex-Pneu. The odds of lifting the
object from the start bin in the Standard condition was not
significantly different from 50%.

An increased amount of cheating also significantly improved
the odds of reaching the bin. Similarly, higher trial number
(experience with the task) significantly increased the odds of
reaching the bin. When controlling for amount of cheating
and number of trials, only Reflex-Vib significantly increased
the odds of being able to move the object to the end bin, in
comparison with the Standard condition. The odds of reaching
the end bin in the Standard condition was not significantly
different from 50%.

An increased amount of cheating (looking toward the task)
was close to significant in affecting the odds of setting the
object in the end bin (p = 0.06). However, higher trial number
significantly improved the odds of complete success. When
controlling for the amount of cheating and trial number, no
condition resulted in odds that were significantly better than
50%.

Table II displays detailed statistics for milestone timing. An
increased amount of cheating did not significantly affect the
time required to complete any of the task milestones. The time
required to reach each of the milestones did not significantly
differ by condition. However, the trial number did significantly
decrease the time required to lift, move, and set the object
down, again showing the benefits of task experience.

B. Number of Drops

Trial number had no effect on the number of drops
(β = –0.004, SE = 0.004, p = 0.33). The number of drops
in the Standard condition was significantly greater than 0
(β = 0.22, SE = 0.09, p < 0.02). Both the Reflex and the
Reflex-Pneu conditions caused a significant increase in the
number of drops (Reflex: β = 0.24, SE = 0.11, p = 0.046;
Reflex-Pneu: β = 0.23, SE = 0.11, p = 0.049). The number
of drops in the Reflex-Vib condition did not differ from that
in the Standard condition (β = 0.12, SE = 0.11, p = 0.30).
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MODEL STATISTICS FOR ODDS OF REACHING TASK MILESTONES

Intercept (Standard) Reflex Reflex-Vib Reflex-Pneu Cheating Trial Number
β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p

Lifting object 0.10 0.41 0.81 0.96 0.46 0.04 1.00 0.46 0.03 0.94 0.49 0.06 4.31 1.33 0.001 0.02 0.02 0.18
Reaching bin –0.26 0.46 0.58 0.94 0.55 0.09 1.11 0.55 0.04 0.42 0.56 0.45 4.22 1.29 0.001 0.04 0.02 0.04
Placing object –0.47 0.43 0.27 0.77 0.50 0.12 0.82 0.50 0.10 0.33 0.52 0.53 2.14 1.14 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.007

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF MODEL STATISTICS FOR TIME TO ACHIEVE MILESTONES

Intercept (Standard) Reflex Reflex-Vib Reflex-Pneu Cheating Trial Number
β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p

Lifting object 30.8 2.28 < 0.001 -3.26 2.29 0.16 -1.53 2.24 0.50 -2.47 2.34 0.30 -3.57 6.76 0.60 -0.35 0.11 <0.001
Reaching bin 33.0 2.59 < 0.001 -3.68 2.68 0.18 -1.41 2.66 0.60 -1.20 2.82 0.67 0.63 7.25 0.93 -0.39 0.11 < 0.001
Placing object 36.8 2.59 < 0.001 -1.82 2.54 0.48 0.71 2.53 0.78 -0.52 2.70 0.85 5.59 7.36 0.45 -0.50 0.11 < 0.001

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF MODEL STATISTICS FOR SURVEY RESULTS

Intercept (Standard) Reflex Reflex-Vib Reflex-Pneu
β SE p β SE p β SE p β SE p

Finding object 70.8 6.97 < 0.001 1.1 9.86 0.91 4.7 9.86 0.64 –7.1 9.86 0.48
Grasping object 41.1 6.51 < 0.001 7.1 9.21 0.52 –6.0 9.21 0.52 4.1 9.21 0.66
Lifting object 75.4 6.52 < 0.001 –2.8 9.23 0.76 –7.7 9.23 0.41 –13.6 9.23 0.15
Moving object 67.1 6.66 < 0.001 2.9 9.42 0.76 7.6 9.42 0.43 –5.7 9.42 0.55
Placing object 75.4 5.93 < 0.001 –21.3 8.39 0.02 –5.1 8.39 0.55 –8.4 8.39 0.32
Mental effort 60.9 6.73 < 0.001 –1.0 9.53 0.92 3.1 9.53 0.75 –1.5 9.53 0.88
Physical effort 49.6 6.49 < 0.001 –3.5 9.18 0.71 9.4 9.18 0.31 14.8 9.18 0.12
Physical comfort 64.5 6.67 < 0.001 –1.9 9.43 0.84 –3.7 9.43 0.70 –14.3 9.43 0.14
Frustration 50.9 6.32 < 0.001 –4.4 8.94 0.63 9.40 8.94 0.30 –1.9 8.94 0.83
Time pressure 59.6 7.27 < 0.001 –14.7 10.3 0.16 –12.2 10.3 0.24 –10.3 10.3 0.32
Auditory cues 51.6 8.52 < 0.001 4.4 12.1 0.71 3.9 12.1 0.75 0.1 12.1 0.99
Visual cues 34.3 7.93 < 0.001 –1.0 11.1 0.92 7.5 11.1 0.50 19.1 11.1 0.09
Somatosensory cues 85.2 4.22 < 0.001 –2.9 5.96 0.63 2.5 5.96 0.68 –11.8 5.96 0.055

C. Grasping Location
Fig. 7 shows the polar histogram of the relative angles

between the prosthetic finger and the object during attempted
grasping for each condition compared to all successful grasps.
Successful grasps are most often found between 40 and 60
degrees. The odds of being within the optimal grasp angle
range were significantly less than 50% in the Standard condi-
tion (β = –0.45, SE = 0.10, p < 0.001). Reflex and Reflex-
Pneu had significantly lower odds compared to the Standard
condition (Reflex: β = –0.25, SE = 0.12, p = 0.038; Reflex-
Pneu: β = –0.31, SE = 0.10, p = 0.002). However, Reflex-
Vib did not significantly differ from the Standard condition
(β = 0.07, SE = 0.11, p = 0.55). Post-hoc tests with a Bon-
ferroni correction indicated that participants in Reflex-Vib had
significantly better odds of being in the successful grasping
range than those in the Reflex (β = 0.32, SE = 0.14, p = 0.039)
and Reflex-Pneu (β = 0.38, SE = 0.13, p = 0.009) conditions.
The earth mover’s distance (EMD) metrics calculated for each
condition support the results of the mixed-model analysis.

D. Cheating Frequency
The frequency of looking away from the visual target

was greater than zero in the Standard condition (β = 0.15,
SE = 0.03, p < 0.001). The Reflex (β = –0.001, SE = 0.04,
p = 0.97), Reflex-Vib (β = –0.007, SE = 0.04, p = 0.86),
and Reflex-Pneu (β = 0.05, SE = 0.04, p = 0.24) conditions
did not significantly differ from the Standard condition. Thus,
there was an equal amount of cheating across all conditions.

E. Survey
Participants in the Standard condition provided ratings for

all survey questions that were significantly different from 0

(see Table III for complete results). The majority of survey
responses did not significantly differ by condition, except for
the following few cases. Participants in the Reflex condition
rated their ability to set the object down (placing object) as
significantly lower than the Standard condition. In a post-
hoc test with a Bonferroni correction, participants in the
Reflex-Pneu condition rated their use of somatosensory cues
as significantly lower than those in the Reflex-Vib condition
(β = –14.3, SE = 5.96, p = 0.02).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated how autonomous reflexes and
two different forms of haptic feedback affect performance
in a reach-to-pick-and-place task using a myoelectric upper-
limb prosthesis without direct visual feedback. We intended to
replicate tasks where observation is undesirable or impossible.
We compared four conditions in a between-subjects study:
a standard prosthesis, a prosthesis with reflex controllers to
mitigate object slip and excessive grasping (Reflex condition),
a prosthesis with reflex controllers and vibrotactile feedback
of contact location (Reflex-Vib condition), and a prosthesis
with reflex controllers and spatial pressure-based feedback of
contact location (Reflex-Pneu condition). We also presented
the design and characterization of a novel contact-location
sensor that enabled the reflex controllers and haptic feedback.

While the prosthesis with reflex controllers improved the
odds of lifting the object compared to the standard prosthesis
condition, the prosthesis with reflex controllers and vibrotactile
feedback was the only condition to improve performance
in both lifting and moving the object to the end bin. The
reflex controller that contributed the most to these results
was likely the anti-overgrasping controller, as this system was
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active for every grasp attempt. In contrast, the slip prevention
algorithms were not always triggered. Compared to reflexes
alone, the vibration feedback improved grasping location ac-
curacy, enabling a more secure grasp that was more robust to
disturbances introduced during the transportation phase. This
result aligns with previous research, where vibration feedback
was shown to be especially relevant for grasp-and-lift tasks,
enabling grasp consistency during fragile object manipulation
[33]. That no condition outperformed the standard prosthesis
in being able to place the object in the end bin is likely
because the most difficult parts of the task are the lifting and
moving stages. Once a participant accomplishes the first two
milestones, it is straightforward to place the object in the end
bin given enough practice, regardless of the condition. Indeed,
only the trial number, which represents task experience, played
a significant role in the outcome of placing the object in the
end bin.

Contrary to expectations, the modality-matched haptic feed-
back in the Reflex-Pneu condition resulted in similar perfor-
mance to the Standard prosthesis condition, indicating that
the benefits of the reflex controller were cancelled out by
the pneumatic pressure feedback. Normally, modality-matched
haptic feedback is thought to be easier to understand than non-
matched feedback [28], [34] and has been perceived favorably
by individuals with limb difference [35]. However, previous
work has also shown no functional benefit of more modality-
matched haptic feedback compared to a non-matched modality
[36]. Therefore, we postulate that the difference between the
vibrotactile and pressure feedback in our study stems from the
discriminability of the way feedback was presented: amplitude
discrimination of a single tactor versus spatial discrimination
of eight bellows. Based on this finding, it seems that not all
types of haptic feedback are equal, and some may provide no
quantifiable improvement over simpler alternatives.

The Bellowband’s pneumatic bellows are 16 mm in diameter
and are spaced 24 mm apart [29]. For the age range tested, this
is slightly below the spatial discrimination of 30 mm on the
back of the arm [37]. Prior work [38] also reports that the lo-
calization accuracy for a circular array of 6 vibrotactile motors
equally spaced at 30 mm around the upper arm was around
42%. While this result is specifically for 20 mm diameter
vibrotactors, we argue that the pulsed activation of the bellows
is similar to vibration feedback. Furthermore, this value likely
represents the upper bound for localization accuracy in the
Reflex-Pneu condition due to the smaller spacing between
bellows and the added difficulty of performing the reach-to-
pick-and-place task without direct vision. Moreover, only four
of the eight bellows represented the critical region of the inner
part of the prosthesis finger. This contrasts with the vibrotactile
feedback, which has eight discriminable amplitude levels
based on a difference threshold of 0.3 [39]. So although the
Reflex-Pneu feedback condition was modality-matched with
respect to feedback location mapping and feedback type (i.e.,
pressure), it likely suffered from lower resolution compared
to the vibrotactile condition. Survey feedback supports this
idea: participants in the Reflex-Pneu condition felt that they
used somatosensory cues less than those in the Reflex-Vib
condition, indicating a breakdown in the understanding of the

localized pressure feedback compared to vibrotactile feedback.
Although one could alter the original design presented

in [29] by changing the spacing between the bellows, this
change would also reduce the total number of bellows and
consequently the overall resolution of the haptic feedback.
Future work to improve the Bellowband includes reducing the
size of the bellows themselves so that more bellows can be
added while maintaining an appropriate spacing.

Due to the challenges of interpreting and using unfamiliar
feedback, participants in both Reflex-Vib and Reflex-Pneu
conditions may have seen improvement in performance with
extended training on their particular feedback modalities.
This additional training may also improve grasping location
accuracy over the Standard condition. Several comments in
the surveys from both conditions confirmed this uncertainty in
using the feedback to precisely determine the correct grasping
location. Previous literature has also indicated that more
practice with haptic feedback yields substantial benefits [40].
Another possible improvement for vibrotactile feedback in this
study would be to customize the mapping function of the
sensor signal to the vibration amplitude. The current mapping
(Eq. 1) may not have maximized differences within the critical
inner region of the contact-location sensor, as demonstrated in
Fig. 3. Furthermore, optimizing the sensor construction for
the curved surfaces of the fingers would improve the sen-
sor’s activation profile and thus facilitate improved feedback
strategies. Finally, future work should include psychometric
and psychophysical assessments of the feedback modalities to
maximize the feedback range for each participant [41]–[43].

Participants in both the Standard and Reflex-Vib conditions
were more likely to correctly orient the prosthetic hand for op-
timal grasping, while grasping in the Reflex and Reflex-Pneu
conditions were the most dissimilar. This could indicate that
participants in the Reflex condition employed a suboptimal
grasping strategy. The over-grasp reflex controller caused the
prosthesis to stop closing once an object made contact with
the thumb. This could have encouraged participants to make
fast and frequent grasp attempts without much consideration
for finger placement. This hypothesis is supported by the
observed higher number of drops with the reflex controller
compared to the Standard condition, and the significantly
lower ratings of participants’ ability to set the object in
the bin with just the synthetic reflexes. On the other hand,
participants in the Standard condition likely realized that fast
grasp attempts would cause the object to slip out of the
prosthesis’ grasp. They were thus incentivized to find an ideal
grasping position, which may have made them more aware of
incidental mechanical cues transmitted through the prosthesis
to their arm. In fact, two participants in the Standard condi-
tion remarked that the mechanical sensation of the contact-
location sensor touching the object helped them orient the
hand relative to the object. Previous research has indicated that
incidental feedback is adequate to appropriately tune grasping
force levels [44]. However, this type of feedback in which
mechanical impacts are transmitted through the prosthesis to
the user may be dampened if the prosthetic hand is encased in
a rubber aesthetic glove. Nevertheless, future research could
investigate ways to maximize the discriminability of incidental
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feedback by customizing fingerpads with ridges, bumps or
other mechanical features to assist with localization.

Although there were no statistical differences between the
Standard and Reflex-Vib feedback conditions in terms of
successful grasping positions, participants in the Reflex-Vib
condition still achieved higher performance in lifting and
moving the object. Thus, in addition to correctly positioning
the prosthesis for grasping, Reflex-Vib participants must have
also appropriately modulated their grasping force, likely aided
by the synthetic reflexes. Furthermore, participants in the
Reflex-Vib condition positioned the prosthesis more accurately
than participants in the Reflex and Reflex-Pneu conditions,
indicating that reflex controllers alone are not enough to fully
optimize performance, and higher resolution haptic feedback
is needed. All things considered, without the combination of
effective haptic feedback and reflex controllers, the studied
task is difficult to perform without direct visual observation.
This lack of tactile feedback and control is analogous to how
performance deteriorates in reach-to-grasp tasks performed
with anesthetized fingers [3] or by deafferented patients [45]–
[47]. Although the experimental task here is closely related
to activities of daily living (ADL), future work should also
include established tests to evaluate the utility of the system
more directly in ADL [48]. If users had full vision of the
object, it is expected that haptic feedback of contact loca-
tion would not substantially influence object manipulation;
however, grasping reflexes could still benefit user control,
as has been demonstrated in prior research [24]. Improve-
ments to the grasping controller include allowing the user
to override the control to produce larger grip forces that
may be required for heavier objects. Furthermore, such a
grasping controller would also be useful for other types of end
effectors and grasping situations, such as with deformable or
delicate objects. If the presented results can be validated with
prosthesis users, other commercial end effectors, and diverse
types of objects, we believe future myoelectric upper-limb
prostheses should include tactile sensing, automatic reflexes,
and socket-integrated vibrotactile feedback about contact. With
improvements to the contact-location sensor (including multi-
site contact detection), these results can even be extended to
multi-grasp myoelectric hands; as in the present study, knowl-
edge of contact location can be used to adjust the prosthesis
location for grasping without direct vision. Furthermore, it
could even help inform users as to which grasp type is most
appropriate given the initial contact point. In addition, the
proposed technology is applicable to situations beyond the one
presented in this manuscript: object manipulation in low light,
with an occluded view, or in situations where visual attention is
directed away from the hands (like driving) can all benefit from
haptic feedback of contact location and grasping controllers.
More broadly, the findings presented here could be used to
improve other teleoperated systems such as robotic surgery.
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